
Audrey, age 81, is a widow in
declining physical health.  She
reacently moved to an assisted
living facility.

Gift AllocationGift Allocation Allocation for cost ofAllocation for cost of
carecare The Half and HalfThe Half and Half

PlanPlan  
allows Audrey toallows Audrey to
protect $96,000protect $96,000
and receive longand receive long

term careterm care
coverage for lifecoverage for life
from Medicaidfrom Medicaid

after 15 months.after 15 months.

Funds are pooled during theFunds are pooled during the
lifetime of the individual are arelifetime of the individual are are
protected against debts, divorce,protected against debts, divorce,
disability, or death of familydisability, or death of family
members.members.
The Trustee can makeThe Trustee can make
distributions to family membersdistributions to family members
who can use funds as they see fit,who can use funds as they see fit,
including for the benefit ofincluding for the benefit of
AudreyAudrey
Funds remaining at Audrey'sFunds remaining at Audrey's
death are split among familydeath are split among family
members as indicated in Audrey'smembers as indicated in Audrey's
estate planestate plan

$96,000 is allocated to trust for family$96,000 is allocated to trust for family

Medicaid assesses a penalty of
15 months for the gift allocation.
The $54,000 is converted to a
stream of income to allow
Audrey to be under the
Medicaid resource limit.
Monthly payments are set to
equal the monthly $3500
shortfall, bringing the term of
the income stream to 15 months,
the length of the penalty period.

$54,000 is allocated to pay for care.

Monthly Shortfall
$3500 per month

$150,000 in total assets
$5,500 in monthly care costs
$2,000 in monthly income

Audrey Has:

Accelerates Medicaid
eligibility.

Establishes eligibility before
all assets are exhausted on

care. 
Protects portion of assets.

Audrey will burn through her savings in 42 months and will have protected $0 assets.

The Half and HalfThe Half and Half
PlanPlan
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